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Modi Must be Mad Beyond All Belief at the Khan-Trump Meeting

By Andrew Korybko, July 23, 2019

The long-awaited meeting between Pakistani Prime Minister Khan and US President Trump
was a nightmare come true for Indian Prime Minister Modi, whose country could only watch
in horror as the American leader praised Pakistan’s assistance “extricating” the Pentagon
from Afghanistan, …

International Laws Governing the Use of Nuclear Weapons in Outer Space Expiring in 2021

By Deb West, July 23, 2019

There are currently five agreements from as far back as 1967 (Treaty for the prevention of
Outer  Space)  thru  the  United  Nations  Office of  Outer  Space Affairs,  due to  expire  as  soon
2021.
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If Left Unchecked, Trump Will Obliterate the Right to Asylum

By Prof. Marjorie Cohn, July 23, 2019

Pursuant  to  its  “zero  tolerance  policy,”  the  administration  arrested  undocumented
immigrants who crossed the border, took thousands of their children away, put them in
cages and then lost track of them, in violation of the Constitution’s Due Process Clause and
the Convention on the Rights of the Child.

When Warriors Become Saints

By Edward Curtin, July 23, 2019

The Spanish philosopher Ortega y Gassett, who lived here in Lisbon for a year after fleeing
Franco’s Spain, said it best: “The only genuine ideas are the ideas of the shipwrecked.  All
the rest is rhetoric, farce.”

Do You Choose the Truth or War Propaganda? Your Choice Makes a Difference.

By Mark Taliano, July 23, 2019

We  first  start  to  lose  the  truth  when  we  enter  the  ring  of  war  propaganda,  which  is  the
Western press. The lies, the omissions, the false equivalencies, the fabricated narratives, all
grow there, mostly undetected.

China Must Avoid a Role in Destruction of Amazon

By Pepe Escobar, July 23, 2019

China is South America’s top trading partner. Together, China’s policy banks – the China
Development Bank and Export-Import Bank of China – are the top source of development
finance for the whole of Latin America. 

The “Battle of Seattle” and the Anti-globalization Movement

By Rossen Vassilev Jr., July 22, 2019
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Next November will mark the 20th anniversary since the so-called “Battle of Seattle.” It refers
to the World Trade Organization (WTO) Ministerial Conference held at Seattle, WA, in late
1999, which became the scene of widely-reported protest activity and civil unrest. That’s
why it was subsequently called colloquially the “Battle of Seattle.”
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